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ROMANIA, EUROPEAN DIPLOMACY AND THE NEW PHASE
OF THE “EASTERN QUESTION”
Bogdan-ŞtefăniŃă Miulescu∗
Abstract
The Eastern Question represents a diplomatic problem posed by the disintegration of the
Ottoman Empire and centering on the contest for control of its territories. Any internal change in
the Turkish domains caused tension among the European powers, each of which feared that one of
the others might take advantage of the political disarray to increase its own influence. The Eastern
Question thus developed, in the last quarter of the 19th century, from that of the problems raised by
the impending break-up of a decaying empire, into the even more complex question of how to deal
with an empire which showed vigorous evidence of life, but of a type of life which, though on all
sides in close touch with modern European civilization, was incapable of being brought into
harmony with it.
For Romania, this event created the perfect opportunity for obtaining the status of
independence. Although the Romanians hoped for the Great Power’s support, this national goal
was, in fact, obtained only after the Romanian army took part in the Ottoman-Russian War of
1877-1878.
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The outbreak of the Eastern Question and the events that took place in the period of
1875-1877, brought back into the European and world’s conscience the political and
national realities and aspirations of the Balkan populations1.
In the summer of 1875 a revolt in a village in Herzegovina2, judged at the outset to be
merely “an internal affair of Turkey”, was the beginning of a movement which spread all
over the Balkan Peninsula, a revolt of Christian population against the Ottomans, which,
in a short period of time, involved even the Bosnians3 – an event with a profound national
and religious character1.
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Grand Vezir, Ethem Pasha, sent negotiators to talk with the rebels, promising to
solve all their problems, if only they laid down their arms, but the rebels felt they could get
better terms by appealing directly to the foreign consuls in the area, complaining in
particular of high taxes, forced labor, and the continued feudal attitudes of the great
landowners. Within a short time, the revolt spread to all parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Arms came mainly from Habsburg territory in Hungary and Dalmatia, since the Russian
leaders were too divided on what should be done. Prime Minister Gorchakov opposed
Ignatiev’s efforts, in the fear that they would only upset the European balance and lead to
new troubles, while the Pan-Slavs in Russia and certain military elements strongly
supported the ambassador2.
Emerged due to internal crisis of the Ottoman Empire, the revolt constituted a
starting point for the entire Balkan Peninsula, and a main point of interest for the Great
Powers3. Once again, they had to face national issues in the Southeastern Europe, and
obviously, the desires of the populations still under Ottoman leadership4. In this new
phase of the Eastern Question, the attitude of the Great Powers was different and was
portraited by every state involved5, due to its interests and maintaining Europe’s ballance6.
Although Austro-Hungary, Russia and Germany wanted, for different reasons, a
change in the Balkans, other states, such as France, Great Britain and Italy were in favour
of maintaining the Paris Treaty’s (1856) agreements7. In this respect, Great Britain and
France enjoyed significant commercial concessions on the Ottoman market and wanted to
maintain the integrity of the Ottoman Empire and their governments were, in general,
hostile to any revolutionary movements8. During this new stage of the Eastern Question,
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France adopted a reserved attitude and supported Russia’s diplomatic initiatives, for fear it
might be isolated by Germany1.
This event, also created the international conditions for obtaining the independence of
Romania. In the Romanian diplomatic circles, there was, at least, a hope, that one of the
Powers favourable to this ideal, might be France, for whom the Romanians had an
obvious simpathy2, but after the fall of the Second Empire, France lost the former
position in the diplomatic arena, in the Western part of the continent, as well as in the
Eastern region3.
Naturally, Russia help the revolt, but in 1875 it wasn’t fully prepaired to engage in a
war with Turkey4. In Petersburg, the officials thought that the Ottoman Empire wouldn’t
last long, an idea maintained by some Russian diplomats, such as Gorceakov or Ignatiev,
although Russia used its methods to prevent the war5.
The outbreak of the Balkan Crisis of 1875, commencing with a revolt in Herzegovina,
presented Romanians with several options, according to Frederick Kellogg. They might
join Balkan Christians to expel the Turks from Europe, unite with the suzerain Ottoman
Empire to suppress the rebels, ally with Austria-Hungarian Empire or Russia to intervene
militarily to restore peace, or avoid any involvement in the crisis. Vienna would probably
counteract St. Petersburg in pacifying the Balkan Peninsula, owing to their long-standing
animosity6. Both powers were still recovering from military defeats and both pursued
cautious foreign policies, neither side then, wishing to upset the uneasy balance of power in
Europe.
Romanian patriots, for their part, were unwilling to assist the Turks against the Slavs.
Therefore, Romanians seriously contemplated only two possibilities at first: they might
fight the Ottoman Empire or remain aloof. Neutrality jarred the rising spirit of Romanian
patriotism, but Romanian statesmen, nonetheless, sought to contain popular sentiment in
favour of the Orthodox Christian insurgents. Frequent violations of neutrality would
create a climate of distrust at home and abroad, and liberal and conservative leaders thus
exposed an uncommitted stance as a means of survival. The Romanian army was too
weak, the neighboring powers too strong, and the course of events too uncertain for the
state to adopt another posture7.
The Powers could no longer refrain from interference, and their action was hastened
by financial considerations8. The inherent extravagance of a bad system had combined
with the peculation of officials to bring disaster upon Turkey, and on October 7th, 1875,
the Sultan was compelled to inform his creditors that he could not pay the full interest on
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the debt1. Partial repudiation complicated an international situation already sufficiently
embarrassing. Accordingly, the Sovereigns of Germany, Russia, and Austria took counsel
together, and on December 30th, 1875, the Austrian Chancellor, Count Andrassy, issued
from Buda-Pesth, the Note which bears his name2.
The Andrassy Note professed the anxiety of the Powers to curtail the area of the
insurrection and to maintain the peace of Europe; it drew attention to the failure of
Turkey to carry out reforms long overdue, and it insisted that pressure must be put upon
the Sultan effectually to redeem his promises. In particular he must be pressed to grant
complete religious liberty; to abolish tax-farming; to apply the direct taxes, locally levied in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, to the local needs of those provinces; to improve the condition
of the rural population by multiplying peasant owners; and, above all, to appoint a special
commission, composed in equal numbers of Mussulmans and Christians, to control the
execution not only of the reforms now proposed by the Powers, but also of those
spontaneously promised by the Sultan in the Irade of October 2nd, 1875 and the Firman of
December 12th, 1875. Finally, the three emperors required that the Sultan should, by a
signed Convention, pledge himself to a prompt and effectual execution of the reforms; in
default of which the Powers could not undertake to continue their efforts to restrain and
pacify the insurgents3. To this Note, the British Government gave a general adhesion,
though they pointed out that the Sultan had during the last few months promised to carry
out the more important of the reforms indicated therein.
The Note was presented to the Porte at the end of January, 1876 and the Sultan, with
almost suspicious promptitude, accepted four out of the five points, the exception being
the application of the direct taxes to local objects. The friendly efforts of the diplomatists
were foiled, however, by the attitude of the insurgents. The latter refused, not unnaturally,
to be satisfied with mere assurances, or to lay down their arms without substantial
guarantees4. The Sultan on his side insisted, again not without reason, that it was
impossible to initiate a scheme of reform while the provinces were actually in armed
rebellion. Meanwhile, the mischief was spreading. Bosnia threw in its lot with the
Herzegovina; Serbia, Montenegro, and Bulgaria were preparing to do the same when, at
the beginning of May, a fanatical Mohammedan outbreak at Salonica led to the murder of
the French and German consuls5. Drastic measures were obviously necessary, if a great
European conflagration was to be avoided.
On May 11th, 1876, the Austrian and Russian Chancellors were at the Berlin
conference with Prince Bismarck, determined to make further and more peremptory
demands upon the Sultan6. There was to be an immediate armistice of two months’
duration, during which certain measures of pacification and repatriation were to be
executed under the superintendence of the delegates of the Powers. A mixed Commission,
composed of natives, faithfully representing the two creeds of the country and presided
1
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over by a native Christian, was to be appointed in Bosnia and the Herzegovina and the
insurgents were to be permitted to remain under arms until the reforms promised by the
Sultan in October and December, 1875, had been carried into effect1. If by the expiry of
the armistice, the object of the Powers had not been attained, diplomatic action would
have to be reinforced. France and Italy assented to the Note, but the British Government
regarded the terms as unduly peremptory. They resented, very naturally, the independent
action of the three imperial Powers and declined, on May 19th, 1876, to be a party to the
Memorandum. Disraeli's refusal to assent to the Berlin Memorandum created profound
perturbation abroad and evoked a storm of criticism at home2.
Romania’s statesmen saw the conference as a vehicle for redefining their country’s
international position and with that in mind, Dumitru Brătianu went to Constantinople to
argue the Romanian case. Brătianu was to call for the “consecration of the political status
of Romania by a special guarantee for its perpetual neutrality”. In the event of war
between The Ottoman Empire and one of the Powers, Romania would receive
instructions from the other powers as to its “line of conduct” and an affirmation of its
“rights, neutrality and territorial integrity”. The powers, however, ignored Romania’s
demands and disregarded the Romanian question in Constantinople3.
The Balkan Crisis became more complex, with the outbreak of the Serbo-Turkish
War on June 30th, 1876. Prince Milan had been stimulated to action, partly by irresistible
pressure from his own people, and partly by fear of Peter Karageorgevic, the
representative of the rival dynasty. One day later, Prince Nicholas of Montenegro
followed his example. The Serbs had, of course, a direct interest – political, ethnic and
economic – in the insurgents in neighboring Herzegovina and Bosnia. Serbs hoped not
only for independence, but for the creation of a large Serbian state. In order to achieve
their goals, they needed weapons. Prince Milan (1868-1889) purchased guns and swords
(120,000 riffles, 12 field guns and 5,000 swords) in Germany and obtained transport for
them by way of Russia4.
The Porte, already engaged in war with Serbia and Montenegro, was terrified at the
idea of an attack upon the right flank of its army, and determined upon a prompt and
terrible suppression of the Bulgarian revolt5. On June 23rd, 1876, a London newspaper
published the first account of the horrors alleged to have been perpetrated by the Turks in
Bulgaria. How much of exaggeration there was in the tale of atrocities with which England
and the world soon rang it was and is impossible to say6.
Meanwhile, another complication had arisen. At the end of June, Serbia and
Montenegro, as we have already indicated, had declared war upon Turkey. The Serbian
1
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army consisted largely of Russian volunteers and was commanded by a Russian general.
The Serbian army, even reinforced by the volunteers, could offer but a feeble resistance to
the Turk, and in August Prince Milan, acting on a hint from England, asked for the
mediation of the Powers. England, thereupon, urged the Sultan to come to terms with
Serbia and Montenegro, lest a worse thing should befall him1.
The Sultan declined an armistice, but formulated his terms and intimated that if the
Powers approved them, he would grant an immediate suspension of hostilities. But to
Lord Derby’s chagrin Serbia would accept nothing less than an armistice, and, after a six
weeks’ suspension, hostilities recommenced2. Nevertheless, the English Government was
untiring in its efforts to promote a pacification, and suggested to the Powers, on
September 21st, 1876, some heads of proposals: the status-quo in Serbia and Montenegro;
local or administrative autonomy for Bosnia and Herzegovina; guarantees against
maladministration in Bulgaria, and a comprehensive scheme of reform, all to be embodied
in a protocol concluded between the Porte and the Powers3.
Russia then proposed, on September 26th, that, in the event of a refusal from Turkey,
the allied fleets should enter the Bosphorus, that Bosnia should be temporarily occupied
by Austria, and Bulgaria by Russia. Turkey, thereupon, renewed her dilatory tactics, but
Russia's patience was almost exhausted. General Ignatiev arrived at Constantinople, on a
special mission from the Tsar, on October 16th, and on the 30th, presented his ultimatum.
If an armistice were not concluded with Serbia within forty-eight hours, the Russian
Embassy was to be immediately withdrawn. On November 2nd, the Porte gave way and
Serbia was saved. A breathing space was permitted to the operations of diplomacy.
The interval was utilized by the meeting of a Conference of the Powers at
Constantinople, which began on December 11th, 18764. The Powers agreed to the terms
suggested by Lord Derby in September, but the Porte was obdurate. Profuse in
professions and promises of reform, the Porte, selected this moment for the promulgation
of a new parliamentary constitution, but it stubbornly refused to allow Europe to
superintend the execution of the reforms5.
There was to be a Legislative Body of two Houses: a nominated Senate and an elected
Chamber of Deputies; a responsible Executive; freedom of meeting and of the press; an
irremovable judiciary and compulsory education. But, though the Sultan was prodigal in
the concession of reforms, on paper, no one but himself should have a hand in executing
them. On this point the Sultan was inexorable6.
Thereupon, General Ignatiev, refusing to take further part in a solemn farce,
withdrew from the Conference. The Tsar had already announced, on November 10th,
1876, his intention to proceed single-handed, if the Porte refused the demands of the
Powers, his army was already mobilized on the Pruth, and war appeared imminent.
1
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However, the diplomatists made one more effort to avert it. Their demands were reduced
to a minimum: putting aside an extension of territory for Serbia or Montenegro, they
insisted upon the concession of autonomy to Bosnia, to the Herzegovina, and to Bulgaria,
under the control of an international commission1.
Regarding Romania’s case, Andrassy supported its policy of arming for defense even
against the unlikely prospect of an Ottoman attack. He suggested, that if Russia invaded,
Romania should declare that it yielded to a superior force. Romania’s army ought to move
away from advancing Russian troops, thereby preserving neutrality. If Romania remained
neutral, the Austrian stateman promised to endeavor to maintain the indivisibility of the
territory. Savfet Pasha also favored Romania’s neutrality, seeing their vassal as a defensive
buffer against Russia. Savfet Pasha was willing to deal on some Romanian claims, but not
at the Ambassadorial Conference2.
Failure to win a hearing at the conference in Constantinople, plus Savfet Pasha’s
apparent willingness to discuss neutrality and some of Romania’s requests, prompted
Dumitru Brătianu to ask for new instructions. Nicolae Ionescu empowered Brătianu to
negociate on the basis of Kogălniceanu’s seven demands3. Ionescu had earlier disavowed
Kogălniceanu’s points about the consular jurisdiction and the possession of the Danube
Delta. Now, however, Ionescu – while still disregarding consular jurisdiction – called for
the cession of the Danube Delta to Romania. Moreover, he insisted that Romania’s
neutrality be guaranteed by a treaty4. Previously, the Romanians had assumed that their
neutrality came from the Powers, but now, they wanted a special covenant confirming this
situation.
Having indicated that, we can say that one area on concord was that of neutrality,
Savfet Pasha declaring that Turkey would forbear crossing the Danube River in case of
war. Romania’s neutrality would hence be safeguarded and, more important for Turkey, a
protective shield would be raised against a Russian offensive in the Balkans. As to the
Danube Delta, Brătianu gained support of neither Savfet nor the representatives of the
other Powers, the latter being more concerned with other subjects5.
On January 20th, 1877, the Sultan categorically refused the demands and on the 21st,
the Conference broke up6. Great Britain, nevertheless, persisted in her efforts to preserve
peace, and on March 31st, 1877, the Powers signed in London a protocol proposed by
Count Schouvalov7.
In the meantime, Midhat had been negotiating a separate peace with Serbia and
Montenegro to undermine the position of the Powers at the Constantinople Conference
1
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and to remove the bases for the Russian threats. Right after Murat's deposition, Prince
Milan had accepted the Ottoman conditions, and the peace agreement was signed on
February 28th 1877, providing that Serbia return to its prewar status. It promised not to
build any additional fortifications along the Ottoman boundaries or to support any of the
terrorist bands operating within Ottoman territory. The Ottoman flag would continue to
fly over the fort of Belgrade but without any Ottoman garrison and, in return, Serbia
would recognize the religious freedom of all Muslims, Jews, Armenians, and Catholics
within its territory. Efforts to secure a similar peace with Montenegro proved fruitless,
however, since the latter was under Russian influence to continue the war in order to give
the Tzar the pretext he wanted for direct intervention1. The stage was being set for an
attack on the Ottomans regardless of what the Porte arranged with its vassals.
The failure of the Constantinople Conference, however, finally enabled the Tzar to
secure the desired agreement, at Budapest, on January 15th, 1877. Austrian benevolent
neutrality was promised in case of a Russo-Ottoman war, in return for its being allowed to
occupy Bosnia and Herzegovina when it wished, with Serbia, Montenegro remaining
neutral and not to be occupied by either of the signatories. Russia would get Bessarabia,
and the allies would support each other, against any objections by the other powers. No
specific mentions regarding Bulgaria were included, though the agreement did prohibit
any large state being formed in the area. If the Ottoman Empire broke up completely,
Constantinople would be a free city, rather than going to Russia or Greece, but the latter
would be compensated with Crete, Thessaly, and Southern Epirus. Russia, thus gained a
free hand against the Porte, while Austria secured considerable territory as well as
assurance that it rather than Russia would dominate Serbia – all in return for simple
neutrality2.
Taking cognizance of the Turkish promises of reform, the Powers declared their
intention of watching carefully the manner in which the promises of the Ottoman
Government are carried into effect. If, however, the condition of the Christian subjects of
the Porte should again lead to a return of the complications, which periodically disturb the
peace of the East, they think it right to declare, that such a state of things would be
incompatible with their interests and those of Europe in general. Turkey rejected the
London Protocol on April 10th, 1877, and on April 24th, the Tsar, having secured the friendly
neutrality of Austria, declared war3.
During the Balkan Crisis, Romanian statesmen frequently sought the advice of the
Great Powers. That counsel and Romania’s military weakness dictated Bucharest’s policy
of neutrality, while many Romanians believed indeed that their goal of Independence
could be won solely with the Power’s aid in a victorious war against the Turks, an
assertion that was far from being true.
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